
#

78

Captain

NO

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6045 342 5.31 1.9 36 3/4 10 1/2 N/A N/A 5 N/A 21

CAREER INFORMATION

Games WonGames Started

49%
2018 –Missed Week 1, 2, 13, 14, and 16 (Hamstring); 2017 –Missed Weeks 12-15 (Toe 

–Placed on IR); 2016 –Missed no games; 2015 –Missed Week 2 (Ankle) and Weeks 12-15 

(Concussion); 2014 –Missed No games; 2013 –Missed Week 3 (Concussion)
INJURIES

Games Played

81

Any system that utilizes Gap, Inside Zone or Duo Blocking schemes.

SUMMARY

6th year OG that has started 74 of 78 career games. In 2018, started 10 of 16 games (including 1 playoff game),

missing 5 games due to injury (Hamstring) and playing 56.8% of snaps at RG. 1styear in SEAVery good height,

weight and elite arm length with solidAA, including solid quickness, agility and balance. Solid run blocker,

showing solid knee and ankle bend, very good play strength and solid balance to stalemate solid through elite DL

at the POA in 1 on 1 situations in Zone and Gap schemes while executingBase and Down blocks. Good mental

processing when Combo blocking, using good vision and anticipation to quickly get to the second levelSolid in

Pass Pro, showing solid balance and solid angles to maintain half-man relationships. Flashes good ability to

process and anticipate stunts, passing off rusher he is engaged with and picking up a looping defender showing

solid play speed. Against very good DL, good ability to anchor with a balanced base that is farther back than

defenders, creating greater linear leverage. Exhibits very good competitive toughness in both the Run and in

Pass Pro, playing with maximum effort through the whistle. Adequate UOH, with slow timing and adequate hand

placement, struggling to keep elbows tight and inside when punching defenders, resulting in elbows flaring out,

allowing defenders to get good hand placement. Adequate OZ blocker, with adequate lateral quickness to

position hand and hips to gain leverage and hook OL. On Combo blocks as an uncovered OL, struggles as a Drive

Man tostep with same foot and shoulder to displace DL. When climbing to 2ndlevel, lunges at agile LBs who

easily get around him. In Pass Pro, has difficulty changing directions against good to elite DL who use a

combination of jab steps and various hand movesto get him off balance. Overall, he is a starter who fits within a

power and inside zone running scheme where he can utilize his size and play strength. Will provide solid pass

protection, using his good ability to diagnose and pick up stunting DL and LBs. Will struggle in running schemes

that require him to move laterally and execute Reach and Cutoff blocks

MEASURABLES

2018: Played 56% of Snaps

SCHEME FIT

KEY STATS

WORST

2018: vs LAR 10/07, @OAK 10/14, vs LAC 11/04, @CAR 11/25, vs KC 12/23

BEST

Tapes Viewed

PROJECTION

Pro Scouting Report

3-13-91 (27)

Starter who fits within a power and inside zone running scheme where he can utilize his 

size and play strength. Will provide solid pass protection, using his good ability to diagnose 

and pick up stunting DL and LBs. [Insert 3rdpart of the Projection]

Play Strength on Base and Down Blocks, Diagnosing Stunts, Competitive Toughness

Lateral Quickness, Power to displace DL, UOH, COD in Pass Pro

Positions StartedWinning %

77 40

13 - 1st - SD

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Alabama (ALUN)

TEAM

Seattle Seahawks

RG

Fluker, D.J.RG

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First) DOB (Age) Scout Name (Last, First) 

Hawkins, Brian


